Let w(x) be an admissible weight on [-1,1] and let {p"(x)}g° be its associated sequence of orthonormal polynomials. We study the convergence of noninterpolatory integration rules for approximating Cauchy principal value integrals
Introduction.
In the third volume of his monumental work, Applied and Computational Complex Analysis, Henrici [8, pp. 139-142] gave an algorithm for the numerical evaluation of Cauchy principal value (CPV) integrals. This algorithm was presented in a more explicit form in a recent paper, by one of the authors [15] . In neither case were convergence questions considered. In this paper, we shall analyze the convergence questions arising from the use of this algorithm.
Consider the CPV integral of the form (1) /(/; A) := -f w(x)^-dx, -1< X < 1, p_i(x) = 0 and po(x) = ko = m0
If we define qn(X), the function of the second kind, by (6) qn(X):=qn(w,X):=I(pn;X):=-f w(x)^¡dx, -I < X < 1, 7-1 x-X then the qn(X) satisfy the same recurrence relation as the {pn(x)}, namely Hence, an approximation to /(/; X) will be given by the truncated sum N (11) SN(f;X):= J2°-kQk(X). The approximations Qm(f; X) can be evaluated in a stable manner using backward recursion by the algorithm given in [15] , provided that we have the value of qo(X). We can also express Q%(f;X) in a Lagrangian form that is more useful in the numerical solution of integral equations:
where the weights
can also be evaluated in a stable manner by the backward recursion algorithm [15] . As indicated above, this general approach to the numerical evaluation of CPV integrals appears in Henrici [8, pp. 139-142] . However, there is no discussion there of convergence or of the integration rules Qm(g). In fact, it is precisely the freedom in the choice of these rules, subject only to the condition that they converge to This was also done by Gerasoulis [7] using a different approach, and the results he achieved were a considerable improvement over those achieved using a conventional spacing of integration points. There have been many approaches to noninterpolatory integration of CPV integrals [4] , [14] , [17] , but these two are the only ones that cater to the situation indicated above.
In Section 2, we state and prove Theorems 1 to 5, which deal with convergence of 5tv(/;A) to I(f;X). In Section 3, we state and prove Theorems 6 to 8, which deal with the convergence of Qm(f;X) to I(f;X) as m and N -► oo. It turns out that in the general case we shall be able to prove convergence only for the iterated limit (18) Jim lim Qm(f;X).
N->oo m-»oo
In fact, we shall show that we cannot in general expect convergence of the double limit. However, in certain cases where we can convert the double limit to a single limit in which m depends on N in some specific manner, we shall again be able to prove convergence. A similar approach was used by Dagnino [3] in studying the convergence of noninterpolatory product integration rules.
Convergence
Results for Sjv(/; A). Before we can study the convergence of Qm(f; X) to I(f;X), we must establish the convergence of S^(f;X) to I(f;X). To this end, we shall use the methods presented in Natanson [11] and Freud [5] for proving convergence of orthonormal expansions. Since the proofs in [11] 
Proof. We have from (5) and (7) that for k = 0,1,2,..., 
Since p_i(x) = 0, <7-i(A) = -1 and ao = m0 = 1/po, (21) follows. D COROLLARY 1. The sum Kn(x,X) can also be written as
Proof. If we set x = A in (24), we find that
Substituting into (21) yields (25). D
Before proving some convergence theorems for 5jv(/;A), we recall some definitions and results connected with the existence of /(/; A) [1] . We say that a function / is of Dini type on an interval I of length /(/), and write / e DT(I), if We are now ready to prove some convergence results about Sn (/; A) corresponding to the convergence theorems for orthonormal expansions in [11] . As usual, for wej/ and 0 < p < oo, we let and both /(/; A) and 7(1; A) exist, it follows that Jo exists. Hence J/v = o(l), and the proof is complete. D We now give some additional conditions for (32) to hold, which impose less restrictions on the weight function w G s/, but require more smoothness of /. To this end, we first prove a lemma: LEMMA 2. Let w esrf, and assume that for some X G (-1,1), Proof. We first establish the following analogue of the Christoffel function extremum problem, noting that in essence, it is contained in [6] : Defining (45) pnKA):=inf|(/^)))2:PG^n-1,/(P;A)/0J, where íPm denotes the set of all polynomials of degree < m, we have (46) pn(w;X) = l/Tn.1(X).
To see this, we note that for any P G £Pn-i, we can write n-l p(x) = ^2akPk(x), where Ofc := (P,pk), k = 0,1,2,...n-1. (49) max (P(x))2 < Cn / P2(t)dt < CnB±lI(P2).
\x-X\<e Jx-2e
Combining (47), (48) and (49), and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain |/(P; A)| < 734{n1/2r(A) + p-^2(x; X) + 1}I(P2)1'2. Proof. By Jackson's Theorem, E(2)(f;w) < Biwj(f;k-1) < ^¿T^llog*!"1-". D
Results for Qm(f;X). We are now ready to prove our convergence theorems for Qm(f;X). First a result on the iterated limit. Qmm(/;A) = £Qm(/Pk)9*(A) = £Qm(P*)<Zfc(A). Since Qm(g) is exact for all g G â°2m-i, Qm(Pk) = I(Pk) = / w(x)pk(x) dx, 0 < k < 2m -1, so that Qm(Po)=Po7T and Qm(pk) = 0, k = 1,2,.. .,2m -1. 
TV-»oo
We can generalize this result to any sequence of integration rules {Qm(-)}m=i that is ultimately exact for all polynomials, that is Qm(g) = 1(g) for all g G ¿Pn and all m > m(n). A particular instance of this, that allows points to be concentrated in regions where the behaviour of / is problematic, is rules exact for piecewise polynomials of increasing degree.
In the general situation, if the weights wim and the points x¿m in a sequence of rules {<2m(')}m=i are sucn that 
